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In the present study, the room temperature mechanical properties of nanocrystalline Ni and Ni–

75 wt-%Co alloy, prepared by pulse electrodeposition, were contrasted. Both higher strength and

higher ductility were obtained for the Ni–75%Co alloy with a dual phase structure and an average

grain size of 7?2 nm. By means of TEM observations of grain structures before and after tensile

deformation for Ni and Ni–75%Co samples, a link between the ductility and the variation of stress

induced grain growth during tensile deformation was established. Observations of TEM showed

stress induced grain growth during tensile deformation, subjected to very high stresses and large

strains, is very insignificant for the Ni–75%Co alloy in sharp contrast to the significant stress

induced grain growth occurring in Ni. It was proposed that suppression of stress induced grain

growth during tensile deformation can delay and even prohibit formation of shear banding plastic

instability and thus enhances uniform strain leading to an enhanced ductility.
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Introduction
Nanocrystalline (NC) grains are thermodynamically
metastable. It is established that annealing at low
temperatures can cause abnormal grain growth in many
NC metals.1 In addition to the thermal activation, grain
growth induced by applied stresses at room temperature
(RT),2–10 even at cryogenic temperatures,8,9 has also
been observed in NC metals.

For NC metals, shear banding is a common type of
plasticity instability. Shear bands are frequently
observed on the surface of specimen, when plasticity
instability occurs in the deformation process of NC
metals.11–13 Inside shear bands, it is the presence of
severely deformed grains, such as elongated grains and
grown grains.13 However, the grains in the exterior of
shear bands show a relatively small change in the grain
size and shape.13 On this basis, it is logical that the shear
bands caused by localised deformation might firstly
initiate in the region where nanograins are experiencing
fast growth driven by stresses. Accordingly, we are
motivated to consider a new issue: whether shear
banding plasticity instability would be prohibited or
delayed to enhance the ductility in NC metals, if stress
induced grain growth during tensile deformation could
be suppressed.

Stress induced grain growth in NC metals is due to
grain boundary (GB) migration14,15 and/or grain rota-
tion during deformation.2,3 Soer and co-workers gave a

convincing example indicating that solutes in the matrix
can pin GBs and then restrict high angle GBs’ migration
during deformation.16 In a recent molecular dynamic
(MD) simulation, it was predicted that GB migration
was entirely suppressed in an NC Al–3 wt-%Pb alloy
with a dual phase (DP) structure.17 In the present study,
the authors select a contrast experiment between
electrodeposited NC Ni and an electrodeposited NC
DP Ni–Co alloy to check the relationship between the
variation of tensile stress induced grain growth and the
ductility.

Experimental procedure
In the present study an aqueous sulphamate based
electrolyte was used to produce NC Ni and an NC DP
Ni–Co alloy by square wave pulse electodeposition. The
electrolyte was made of 1?65¡0?01M total
[Ni2z]z[Co2z] ([Co2z]50M for Ni and [Co2z]/
[Ni2z]54 : 6 for the DP Ni–Co alloy), 20 g L21

NiCl2.6H2O, 30 g L21 boric acid, 2?5 g L21 soluble
saccharin and 0?1 g L21 lauryl sodium sulphate. The
main electrodeposited conditions are listed in Table 1.
Under these conditions, NC metals, the thickness of
which was 180–200 mm, were deposited on stainless steel
substrates, which had been polished to a mirror-like
finish surface before electrodeposition. After electro-
deposition, the deposits can be mechanically stripped
from stainless steels.

The composition of NC DP Ni–Co alloy was
determined by the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectroscopy method and the DP structure was verified
by X-ray diffraction (XRD). XRD was carried out on a
Philip X’ Pert Pro MPP X-ray diffractometer using Cu
Ka radiation. The microstructures of NC metals were
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observed by the TEM. Observations of TEM were
performed using a Tecnai G2 F20 S-TWIN operated at
200 KV. Samples of TEM were prepared by double jet
electropolishing using an electrolyte consisting of 5 vol.-%
perchloric acid and 95 vol.-% ethanol at a temperature
below 220uC. The average grain size was determined from
TEM dark field images using image analysis software
(Photoshop 7?0) to count at least 300 grains for each
sample. The post-deformed TEM samples were sampled in
the vicinity of tensile fractures.

Dog bone shaped tensile specimens with a gauge
length of 10 mm and a gauge width of 3 mm were cut
using an electrodischarging machine. Tensile tests were
carried out on a CMT-6104 test machine at RT and a
strain rate of 1023 s21. The tensile elongation in the
present study was measured through the gripping head
movement of the tensile machine.

Results and discussion
The nominal Co content is 75 wt-% determined by
EDX. Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns for Ni and the
Ni–75%Co alloy. In contrast to Ni, an additional
hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure is observed in
the Ni–75%Co alloy verifying the presence of a DP
structure.

Figure 2 shows engineering stress–strain curves for Ni
and the Ni–75%Co alloy. At least two tensile specimens
for each metal were tested and the fundamental
mechanical properties were concluded in Table 2. The
significant increases in the strength and ductility are
both seen in the Ni–75%Co alloy in comparison with Ni.
The average uniform strain (indicated by short arrows in
Fig. 2) and the average ultimate tensile strength are
increased by 4?5% and y400 MPa respectively, from Ni
to the Ni–75%Co alloy. When the strain exceeds y2?6%
(beyond the elastic strain), the Ni–75%Co alloy exhibits
an evidently higher strain hardening rate than that of Ni,
which is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. For NC Ni, an
evident coarsening process of shear band was witnessed
on the surface of specimen as the tensile stress exceeds
the peak value. Subsequently, the crack initiated at the
location of shear band and then the specimen was pulled
to failure aligning the shear band, y55u with respect to
the tension direction. This is a typical fracture manner
for NC metals that are subjected to shear banding
plasticity instability.11,12 Surprisingly, for the NC
Ni–75%Co alloy, no shear band was observed on the
surface of specimen till the specimen was pulled to
failure. Moreover, the Ni–75%Co alloy’s fracture was

perpendicular to the tensile direction. These together
indicate shear banding plasticity instability is strongly
suppressed in the Ni–75%Co alloy.

Figure 3a shows a typical TEM bright field image of the
as deposited Ni–75%Co alloy. It indicates that grains are
very uniform and fine, entirely below 20 nm. The average
grain size is 7?2 nm with a very narrow distribution of 4–
16 nm, which is present in the upper half of Fig. 3c. It is
well known that Co is a metal with a low stacking fault
energy. Therefore, high Co alloys of Ni also generally have
a low stacking fault energy with easy nucleation of twins,18

which was also seen in the present Ni–75%Co alloy.
Owing to the absence of nanobeam electron diffraction
techniques, the grains from fcc phase or hcp phase fail to
be recognisable and thus the quantity and distribution of
the two phases fail to be characterised. Compared with
Fig. 3a, the significant variations of grain size or shape are
hardly observed in the post-deformed state, as shown in
Fig. 3b. But the number of twins is increased in
comparison with that observed in the as deposited
microstructures. Therefore, deformation twinning is likely
to play an important role in the deformation process.
Figure 3c shows a comparison of grain size statistical
distributions before and after deformation. Slight grain
growth of ,2 nm is obtained by the grain size statistic. In
addition, the significant reduction of the number fraction
of small grains of 4–6 nm and the slight increase (,3%) of
the number fraction of grains of 16–22 nm are exhibited in
the post-deformation Ni–75%Co alloy.

Figure 4a shows a typical TEM bright field image of
the as deposited NC Ni. Apparently, grain sizes of Ni
are larger than those of the Ni–75%Co alloy and the
grain size distribution is relatively broad in a region of
5–60 nm with the average grain size of 22?4 nm. In the
post-deformed Ni sample, as shown in Fig. 4b, sig-
nificant grain growth is observed and even individual
large grains with a size up to 120 nm are present. A
comparison of grain size statistic of Ni before and after
deformation is shown in Fig. 4c. It shows that the
average grain size increases by 10?4 nm and over 20% of
total grains have grown to 40–88 nm after tensile
deformation. Similar results were also observed in other
electrodeposited NC Ni.3

The higher strength in the NC Ni–75%Co alloy in
contrast to NC Ni is mainly resulted from grain refinement
but maybe less from solid solution strengthening of Ni

Table 1 Operating conditions of electrodeposition for
producing NC Ni and NC Ni–Co alloy

Parameters

Electrolyte volume, L 1
Electrolyte temperature, uC 60
pH 3
Average current density, A dm22 10
On-time in a cycle, ms 50
Duty ratio, % 50
Anode material Electrolytic Ni

(purity . 99.9 wt-%)
Ratio of cathode area to anode
area in the plating bath

1 : 4

Cathode substrate Stainless steel sheet
(1Cr15Mn8Ni5Cu2)

1 X-ray diffraction patterns for Ni and Ni–75%Co alloy
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with Co additions due to the nearly identical atomic
radius for Ni and Co atoms. In addition, based on the
observation of grain structure before and after tensile
deformation, a link can be established between the
ductility and the degree of stress induced grain growth
during tensile deformation. It is confirmed that suppres-
sion of grain growth during tensile deformation can
delay and even avoid shear banding plastic instability
leading to the enhanced uniform strain. A similar
example was found in the compressive deformation of
an NC Ni–Fe alloy.19 The compressive strain of the Ni–
Fe alloy was enhanced y6% as grain growth was further
suppressed with a decline of deformation temperature
from the ambient temperature to the cryogenic tem-
perature.

It is worth noting that the authors’ conclusion is in
terms of NC metals with free of defects because the tensile
specimen is very sensitive to defects inside the specimen,
such as pores and brittle inclusions. For example,
annealing NC Ni containing the brittle sulphur phase,
which is segregating to GBs, can cause a catastrophic
failure as the applied stress just exceeds the yielding
point.20 In this case, no grain growth is anticipated
because annealing NC Ni is just elastically deformed.

The mechanism for deformation at the nanoscale is
grain size dependent. As the grain size is below a criti-
cal value (10–15 nm), a transition from dislocation

dominated mechanisms to GB dominated mechanisms
takes place. Stress induced grain growth has been
observed over a range of the grain size spanning 4 to
100 nm in fcc metals by MD simulations or experi-
mental studies.2–10,14,15 For example, Shan et al.2

prepared a kind of NC Ni with a grain size of
y10 nm, which was below the critical grain size of Ni.
The severe stress induced grain coalescence (from 10 to
80 nm) was observed in the in situ tensile deformation of
this Ni. Although mechanical properties of NC Ni with
the grain size below 10 nm are in shortage due to the
difficulty in preparation, it is believed that further
significantly enhanced ductility in NC Ni with the grain
size below 10 nm does not happen since shear banding
plastic instability resulted from severe stress induced
grain growth fails to be avoided. And the fact is true in
NC Ni with the grain size of 6 nm prepared by Wang
et al.21 Therefore, the authros think that NC Ni with the
grain size as small as the present Ni–75%Co alloy will
not show the significantly enhanced ductility in contrast
to NC Ni with the grain size of 20–30 nm.

For NC fcc pure metals, grain growth is prone to
occur and the propensity has been supported by much
experimental evidence.2–10 However, for NC hcp pure
metals, it seems to be an exception. Because negligibly
insignificant grain growth was observed in an NC Co
metal deformed by cold rolling (24% reduction in the

2 Tensile engineering stress s–strain e curves for NC Ni and Ni–75%Co alloy: normalised strain hardening rate H versus

engineering strain e is shown in inset, where H is defined as H5(ds/de/s)e; short arrows indicate locations of maximum

uniform strain

Table 2 Tensile results of NC Ni and Ni–75%Co alloy

Samples Yield strength (0.2%), MPa Ultimate tensile strength, MPa Elongation to failure, % Uniform tensile strain, %

Ni 771.3 1385.4 8.5 7.9
761.5 1371.8 8.9 7.8

Ni–75%Co 1037.1 1786.5 14.0 11.6
1007.9 1738.2 15.3 13.3
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3 Typical TEM images for a as deposited and b post-

deformed NC Ni–75%Co alloy; c comparison of grain

size statistic before and after deformation

4 Typical TEM images for a as deposited and b post-

deformed NC Ni; c comparison of grain size statistic

before and after deformation
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thickness).22 This seems to indicate that stress induced
grain growth is likely independent of deformation
mechanisms but dependent of crystal structures for
NC pure metals. Nonetheless, it is considered that the
very high ductility obtained in an NC Co metal prepared
by Karimpoor et al.23 is also due to complete suppres-
sion of grain growth during tensile deformation.

Stress induced grain growth is via GB migration14,15 or
grain rotation.2,3 Grain boundary migration can be
restricted by solutes pinning GB, which has been
supported by some examples.16,19 However, the effect
factors as to GB migration capability response to solute
atom species and quantity are less understood. Molecular
dynamic simulation predicts that second phase segrega-
tion to GBs can effectively block GB migration during
plastic deformation.17 In the practical case, the second
phase should be ductile, like a metal solid solution, but not
a brittle phase, e.g. sulphur and Ni3P. In addition to
blocking GB migration, DP in the nanostructure can
assist in preventing formation of grain coalescence
induced by grain rotation. For NC pure metals, stress
induced grain coalescence is formed by the crystal-
lography reorientation among adjacent grains towards
the consistent orientation, which is mediated by grain
rotation.3 It could be conceivable that if grains from a
phase are separated by grains from the second phase,
grain coalescence would be difficult to create.

At last, twins observed in the deformed Ni–75%Co
alloy are to be discussed. In NC metals, deformation
twinning is associated with emission of partial disloca-
tions from GBs and is generally activated at higher
stresses,24 e.g. cryogenic tension and rolling.25,26 Wu and
co-workers proposed that in NC metals a majority of
deformation twins generate zero contribution to macro-
scopic strains but mediate deformation via adjusting grain
orientations.26 The critical grain size for the Ni–80%Co
alloy in Ref. 18 is 15 nm. Therefore, the present
Ni–75%Co alloy with a grain size of 7?2 nm, GB
dominated deformation (probably GB sliding) operates
in RT tensile deformation. If only GB sliding operates but
in the absence of another mechanism to accommodate the
strain, it will cause an inevitable stress concentration at
the triple points. Subsequently, a void nucleates and
quickly grows leading to premature fracture with a low
ductility.27 However, the present Ni–75%Co alloy exhibits
a high ductility implying the presence of another operative
mechanism. Based on activation of deformation twinning
requiring higher stresses in NC regime, it is logical
that stress concentrations caused by GB sliding in the
Ni–75%Co alloy could be relieved via deformation
twinning. Atomistic simulations show stresses in inter-
granular regions are much higher than in grain interiors.24

As accumulated stresses in the GB regions reach the
needed value for emitting partials, GB partials will be
emitted across grain interiors accompanied twins by a
‘random activation of partials’ mechanism, simulta-
neously leading to sharp stress relaxations in the GB
regions.24,26 As a result, stress concentrations at the triple
points caused by GB sliding are timely relieved, which
assists in steady flow deformation gaining a good ductility.

Conclusions
1. An NC DP Ni–75%Co alloy with an average grain

size of 7?2 nm and a narrow grain size distribution of 5–
15 nm was prepared by pluse electrodeposition.

2. Stress induced grain growth during tensile defor-
mation, even subjected to very high stresses and large
strains, is very insignificant for the Ni–75%Co alloy in
sharp contrast to the significant stress induced grain
growth occurring in Ni.

3. It is proposed that suppression of stress induced
grain growth during tensile deformation can delay and
even prohibit formation of shear banding plastic
instability and then enhances uniform strain leading to
the enhanced ductility. The present NC DP Ni–Co alloy
is a convincing example.
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